
 

 
 

 

MEOH 
The quantum social network 

Find the allies and resources you need. 

 
MEOH stands for “Many Embers One Heat”. 

 

MEOH connects the most relevant and trustworthy people together to achieve their 
projects. 
 

MEOH in a nutshell: 
 
The aim of MEOH is to leverage and put into action the connections, resources, competences and 
talents of its members that are not used because people: 

 have no access to the labor market  (jobless) 

 do not want to be part of it (“no future” generation) 
 are part of it but feel disengaged, feeling they’re losing their time (hate Monday, love Friday) 

 have projects but not the necessary resources to achieve them (creators and entrepreneurs) 
 have resources and ideas but not the community to test out their economic potential 

As a result, an ever growing pool of dormant resources did remain untapped… until now. 
 
Optimizing the strengths you already have: 

 Working on your natural abilities, talents and passion-driven projects because this is what you 
do best effortlessly. 

 Leveraging the assets of your trusted network because that's what you’ve already built up. 

 Strategy : Being who you’re meant to be > Building the community around your purpose > 
Impacting together while being recognized for your unique qualities > Inspiring others 

 
The main features of MEOH: 
 

1. Quantum profiles > making you the center and the flagship of your network 
2. Fractal navigation > trust and relevance first 
3. Smart governance > decentralized consensus at scale with people you know 
4. Neural connections > ever changing social graphs, keeping the network clean 
5. Data ownership > to the MEOH members 
6. Search algorithms and means of analysis > GPL license as a commons 
7. P2P architecture > fully distributed network 

 

1. Quantum profiles 
 
MEOH profiles are group profiles that may be rendered as multi-dimensional objects. Like an 
holographic projection, these objects reflect the qualities of the group and can be seen at different 
scales from the single individual to the entire MEOH community. Instead of having separated profiles, 
the MEOH community shares a unique profile that can be seen from each individual perspective and 
point of view. In that sense it follows the general principle that the all is one and the one is all. 
 
The idea is to: 

 represent the talents and competences of your trust network  

 make you the flagship of this portfolio to whoever wants to tap into it 
 



That means that your profile will display much more talents than your own and as members want to 
make use of these competences and talents they have to come to you. You become the gatekeeper of 
this asset by evaluating the relevance of the request with the corresponding potential offer. 
Meaningful connections are at the core of the MEOH ecosystem and connectors are the keystone of 
this relational economy.  
 
Understanding the architecture of a MEOH profile: 
In MEOH, there is literally only one profile that everybody shares. Unlike current social platforms, this 
unique collective profile can be displayed as a whole representing the totality of the visions, aims, 
intentions, purposes, qualities, skills, talents, competencies, connections, resources and assets of the 
entire community or can be displayed as a fragment and thus will represent a personal profile such as 
on a regular social platform. The advantage of the MEOH system is to make combined profiles as easy 
as individual ones. This is the birth of group profiles. Group profiles represent a body of people under 
the same umbrella making it possible for organizations to join the system while recognizing, valuing 
and rewarding the uniqueness of every individuals/stakeholders/careholders. A group profile is thus a 
“super-profile” or a “multi-faceted crystal”, each facet being an individual profile. 
 

Regular social network architecture: 

 

Social network ecosystem where users (represented as green circles at the circumference of the star-
shaped object) connect to each other through a central platform. 

 

MEOH distributed architecture:  

 
MEOH individual profile (max zoom in) 
* 

 
MEOH combined profile people/projects 
(intermediate zoom) ** 

 

An profile can thus represent:  
 a person  

 a group of people 

 a project 
 a group of projects 

 

 
 

MEOH super-profile (max zoom out) 

 
* We have in this example a white triangle representing the information usually displayed on social 
profiles such as name, gender, background info and references. In MEOH, this side also contains 



members the user trusts for their respective qualities. Projects also have profiles. A project profile is 
similar to a project page on a crowdfunding platform. The difference being that the participation is in 
service instead of in money. This is not exclusive to the implementation of cryptocurrencies or altcoins 
in the system. 
** The inner or central object can be seen as the holographic reflection of all the surrounding 
elements. The object can represent:  

 a group of people making a project such as project initiator, followers, backers, funders and 
volunteers. 

 a group of projects attached to a person or to a group of people. 
 

2. Fractal navigation 
 
MEOH navigation mimics real life. Everyone has people they trust, everyone is the people they trust, 
this is everyone’s social capital. As an example, the colored pyramid at the center represents three 
people initiating a project, the surrounding blue “T” circles represent people trusted by the initiators. 
The strengths and qualities of people represented by the blue circles are embedded in the central 
profile.  
 

 
 

The green circles around the blue ones are, in the same manner, people who are trusted by the blue 
people. 
 

 
 

The red dots around the green circles are people trusted by the green people and so on and so forth. 
Each circle (yellow, blue, green, red) is the central object of its own network and have all the other 
circles around it in the same manner. 
 



 
 
In MEOH, social distance is taken into account. Users agree to provide services free of charge to their 
trust network (first degree separation). Nevertheless, the service is recorded and will be valued when 
the project terminates. 
 

3. Smart governance 
 
Smart governance is a way to manage relationships when there is no clear view on the outcome of the 
project. Because entrepreneurship and innovation often have a brittle start, there is no way to 
guarantee a specific outcome. Ethereum smart contract technology makes it possible to manage 
contractual relationships with multiple potential outcomes (see also https://eris.projectdouglas.org/). 
Smart contracts are computer protocols that facilitate, verify, or enforce the negotiation or 
performance of a contract, or that obviate the need for a contractual clause. 
 
Real life example: When Chris opens up his film idea for collaboration he doesn’t know yet what will 
be the final outcome of his project. It can range from a success story to a complete failure and 
everything in between. Therefore, he will propose a “smart contract” that auto-enforce itself at the 
completion of the project or at a preset deadline. It works as in crowdfunding platforms with different 
preset tiers. It can range from a simple thank you to a financial reward or participation in the end 
product. As every communication ends up in a log book,  project initiators have the ability to retrieve 
all meaningful interactions that made the project a reality. It allows also for participating members of 
any given project to see where they fit in the big picture and what was the impact of their 
contribution. Every trivial still purposeful interaction that eventually flies off the radar at retribution 
time can thus be valued in its proper timing. 
 

4. Neural network 
 
Every connection lasts the time required for the completion of the project in which users participate. 
Instead of being binary (friend or not friend), connections are temporary and can be seen as 
neurotransmitters requiring stimuli to remain active. When the project is terminated or because the 
connection is no longer relevant, the connection will eventually break up. That way, only the most 
relevant people are connected to the project manager. Only the trust network (first degree “T” circles 
around any given user) remain permanently hardwired to the project initiator unless the limit of 150 
people is reached. In that case a selection of contacts has to be made to keep up with that number. 
 
The more users interact and participate in projects (either self-initiated or from others), the more their 
profile will embed skills and talents. These represent an asset the user will be able to unlock and value. 
Therefore active members become increasingly at the center of further interactions and - as 
unavoidable connectors - benefit from them. 
The following features will depend on the available technology: 
5. Data ownership > to the MEOH users 
6. Search algorithms and means of analysis > GPL license as a commons 
7. P2P architecture > fully distributed network 

https://ethereum.org/
https://eris.projectdouglas.org/

